Abstract. Nikola Tesla is unprecedented genius. He lives even today via his inventions, which are the part of our civilization. Tesla wrote that the whole life is an electric current and its soul is light and cosmic love. Tesla is powerful manifestation of the man for the future. Tesla is the personification of power, truth and love, which is the most important for our civilization. One hundred years ago, he warned that our neoliberal, profitable civilization is pushing into precipice. Have we come to the edge of this precipice? Or should we go back to Tesla's path, where a man lives in love with the whole Universe? Tesla’s tower is not the utopia. We would like to approach the new epoha and to become its part. It is difficult to say how the future world will be looked after the new free Tesla's technology introduction, but it is for sure, the world would be changed completely. Our ideal is a Vinca civilization, which lived 2000 years without war!
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A few words about our Tesla's Center, which was opened on January 7, 2013, and not by chance. Then we mark two dates: the descent of Christ from heaven to earth and departure of Tesla from earth to heaven. An appropriate and influential scientific research team has been created, with a clear view of goals and tasks, powerful energy and precisely elaborated plan of its work program:

1. The construction of the Tesla's tower in Belgrade (Fig. 1), Serbia, which would show that we are spiritually invited and ready to open the era of the Tesla civilization.

2. The opening of the Nikola Tesla world university, which would bring together all the advanced people of the world and all the scientists involved in the study of the character and work of Nikola Tesla.

3. Serbia is to become the world inventing center by passing the special seminars "Psychology and technology of Nikola Tesla's success, thinking like Nikola Tesla, awakening of invention possibilities".

Figure 1. Tesla's tower project in Belgrade, Serbia, made by our Center N. Tesla.
Tesla is the cosmic historical phenomenon of the highest level! Many of the great scientists on our planet were born, but Tesla is the unique one! Nikola Tesla, as a person, as a scientist, is a genius discovery, just as it is a genius invention of his alternating current.

Nikola Tesla was born (1856) in a Serbian Orthodox family, in a such a place and in such a nation, who, by no means, hinted at the emergence of the world's greatest civilization scientist. But, according to the Bible, it is evidence that the spirit is appearing where he wants! Tesla wrote, that the Holy Spirit, when he wants to give someone a secret of inventions, he chooses the best nation representative. Why the Holy Spirit choose the Serbian people?

However, deeper analysis suggests that the birth of Tesla is not "accidental", either by the geographical, historical code, nor by the people.

He was not born in Moscow, Washington, London, New York, Paris. He was born under our heaven! Tesla is God's gift to our civilization!

In just 16 years of his work in USA, until 1900, he invented hundreds of patents, numbers and even the end of them is not yet known, achieved magnificent glory, and after 1903, he withdrew and worked in a silence, far from the eyes of the public. He could have been the richest scientist of all nations and times, but he died lonely and then for decades forgotten!

Tesla wrote that he was trying for the future which belongs to him! Are these Tesla's prophetic words? This heavy burden was done to him like as an enlightened task to help mankind, but he also was received a deserved Cosmic Honor. And as the time passes, his glory is multiplied again every day, all over the world. He won the planet - by electrification and telecommunication, ended today in computers, Internet, mobile phones, etc.

How it was possible that there was only one man, a loner due to science, who could speed up the scientific technical revolution and become a man apparently thousands of years ahead of his time. Tesla was the manifestation of a powerful man for the future, with a level of the most complex consciousness! Tesla was the most powerful mind, who has ever walked the earth.

The planetary essence of Tesla's heritage is not only in his technical inventions, but also in his understanding of a man and his role in the contemporary civilization. Tesla saw prophetically the man like the Cosmic Being, who could do everything he thinks, accomplish everything he wants, could even fly, but his abilities are hidden, not awakened. The question remains, how and when to wake these abilities up?

Tesla possessed the gigantic power of visualization and the phenomenal ability to perform in the mind the most complex operations. It is all a mysterious gift from the Heaven! Tesla were given the super ability and super possibility in obtaining of a knowledge from the Cosmic mind. He was mastering creativity in a way unknown to mankind.

Experiments in Colorado Springs in 1899, their depth and domination remain to this day one of the greatest unknown and the greatest challenges of Tesla's invaluable heritage. In the scraps of electricity he discovered consciousness! When Vivekananda met Tesla in his laboratory, he saw Tesla talking to the ball lightnings, he even ordered them. Vivekananda said that he met the greatest spiritual man in our civilization, older than the Indian gods. The method in the discovery process and experiments in the laboratory worked by Tesla has no analogues in the history of science!

"Love to mankind and higher world is the way to the future Tesla's civilization, as well as the unique way of the Planeth recovery" - is the title of my report at the Moscow Scientific Conference in 2014.

Tesla was thinking that the gift of mental energy comes from God, the supreme being, and if we concentrate our thoughts on this truth, we become consistent with this great power.

"I am convinced that the whole Cosmos is united, both in material and spiritual terms. There is a core in the Universe from where we get all the strength, all the inspiration, it attracts us forever, I feel its power and the values it emits to the whole Universe and thus keeps it in the harmony. I did not penetrate into the secret of this core, but I know that it exists and when I want to give it a material attribute, then I think it is a light, and when I try to understand it spiritually, then it's beauty and
compassion. The one who carries this faith in himself feels powerful, his work makes him happy, because he feels himself with one tone in the Universal harmony." (N. Tesla [1])

On the other hand, Nikola Tesla remains as a great secret, a big mystery not only for this century. Colossal number of original ideas, created by Tesla, shook his contemporaries. It was unknown the source of Tesla's knowledge about unknown. Where did Tesla draw his ideas from? Genius intuition? Enlightenment? Contact with other civilizations? Traveling to the future? The answers to these questions remain secret until today.

The question arises: why Tesla, the greatest scientist of our civilization, at the same time is the most forgotten 20th-century scientist, banned both in the USA and in the USSR (because he could not accept Lenin's and Stalin's invitation, to live and work in Russia)? Why is part or the most important parts of his inventions still hidden from the public? Why the genius of Nikola Tesla's thought has not been resolved until today?

What was his relationship with the Russian tsar Nicholas II, with Lenin (correspondence around the GOELRO plan, the electrification of the USSR), relations with Stalin? What was the cooperation between Tesla and Verner von Brown according to the American German interstate programme 1936 (it was written by Verner von Brown in his memory), relations with Russian scientist Tatyana Cherenkova, and her time machine? What was Nikola Tesla’s agreement with the Russians? By which means Russians bought Tesla's project and a secret weapon known as the "Death Ray"? I wrote about this matter in my article "Nikola Tesla's and Mikhail Philipov's progress was initiated by lonely scientists." And how this world would look like, if Tesla could accomplish most of his planetary inventions?

Among them is Tesla's tower, as "the greatest invention of all times" (Tesla in a letter to J.P. Morgan thus signified his tower [2]). Fig. 2. The technical aspect of the tower will be not exposed here. We are looking on his tower from a spiritual, social and philosophical perspective.

Figure 2. The Tesla's tower at Long Island 1900-1917.

First of all, Tesla is to be considered like one of the spiritual energies brought to the earth to help the humanity. Tesla is a spiritual fore runner of a new scientific and technical civilization, which, according to Tesla's technology, should use ecological clean, inexhaustible, free and renewable energy, which would help create a new civilization.

Tesla was the only man, a scientist on the planet, who, through the grace of the Creator, received special knowledge and ability to give free energy to the mankind! In the case of the completion of all 5 towers, Tesla could transfer all the planet into a unique resonant structure of such vibrations, inherent in other realities, and thus to accelerate the evolution of the human consciousness. "I need to complete
the construction of my tower… This would be a step which could be mankind advanced forward for a century.” (N. Tesla [3])

Tesla was such a connoisseur of nature laws, which are not yet known to the science. What would be the tasks of the Tesla s tower? It is supposed that, first of all, it would take energy from the ether and to give free energy to the humanity, probably to bring the planet into a unique resonant system and to the oscillation condition inherent in other realities, to accelerate the evolution of the mankind consciousness, to open time gates to the other worlds. It sounds fantastic! But, it is not a fantasy. It is the Tesla's fantastic science!

As a result of experiments, he came to the conclusion that the global synchronizer of all life on Earth is the ionosphere. Tesla believed that by influencing the ionosphere and changing its resonant characteristics, it could be increased the information susceptibility of people, developed people's ability to consciously connect to the "Reasonable Core of the Universe", increased their spirituality and thereby accelerated the evolution of our civilization.

Why is Tesla s Tower a breakthrough in the future? The construction of the tower would change the distribution of power and the geopolitical map of the world, it would be solved a serious problem of energy failure, the people could live in the clean air, it would be cheaper to produce food and the poverty would be removed, there would be no any reason for the wars (today the wars are to be lead for the energy resources), no necessity for the army, race weapons, huge military budget, etc. Humanity would make a jump in its material, and especially in the spiritual development, for several centuries. The unsustainable process of revival of our consciousness, the flourishing of culture and knowledge could begin.

Tesla and Vinca Civilization

Tesla wrote that a new world must be born, who will justify the victims of humanity, a world without exploitation, the world of free nations and people, the world of free energy, the world in which people will live and work according to the Nature Laws, the world of penetration into the deepest Laws of the Cosmos, the world of incredible possibilities of man's thought and inexhaustibility of the human spirit, a world in which everyone is connected to the invisible connections, like stars, the world in which health is the result of a careful and moderate life, a world in which the intangible power is an ideal and able to manage our behavior. Therefore, the spiritual development of the humanity is a Cosmic necessity. A world in which it will be possible to manage the time energy. A world in which justice and love will become the true strength and foundation of the new civilization. A world in which men and women will have the same real rights. Women are considered not to look back at the past, their awakened mind would surprise our civilization. We can only add, who was Tesla's mother? Because, only the Great Mother can give birth such a Big son, like Tesla. That is why birth and children education is the most important Cosmic task and the basis of the new civilization, which Tesla wrote about in his visions.

It seems that Tesla's vision of a future civilization does not differ from the Vinca civilization principles. The legendary Vinca is now a Belgrade suburban place, where the high culture was born 6000-8000 years ago. If some comparison is to be made between archetypes of Tesla and Vinca culture, the common characteristics could be seen: (i) Mother as a source of powerful energy (Tesla-Vinca, Fig. 3); (ii) Pigeon as a symbol of the Holy Spirit and discoveries (Tesla) as well as a symbol of alertness (Vinca); (iii) Lightness, as a symbol of enlightenment and the Cosmic love (Tesla) and lightness as a symbol of the Vinca code. In the Vinca system of values, violence was almost unacceptable, and they were able to marginalize all those who would want to come to what they do not belong to by violence. And look at our today's system. The wars have become a legitimate means of achieving goals. "We live in an unprecedented age by technical achievements that lead us to a more complete management of the forces of nature and the abolition of time space. But this development, although contributing to our comfort, does not go towards true culture and enlightenment. On the contrary, it destroys ideals ... The real cause of the national ruin is the inability of mankind to solve social, moral and spiritual problems.” (N. Tesla [4])
At the time of Vinca civilization, people had the characteristics of all-men, while in our time there are just rare individuals like Nikola Tesla. None of the important Tesla's inventions in electrical engineering and physics can be compared to the most important invention-Tesla as an all-man. Not as an above-the-man (ubermensch as in Kant), but as an all-man. Tesla wrote, "The great man is the one who, with his mental gifts and abilities, covers other people, but all of that crowns with love for mankind, to help him to get out of the misery that is pressing him, from fear, hunger, ignorance, illness..." (N. Tesla [5]) By this mean, probably, Tesla would like to leave an unforgettable message for the centuries.

Figure 3. Famous figurines of Vinca’s mother

Can we better understand Vinca’s culture, civilization through Tesla? Probably, yes. It is the matter of my further research. In the famous solar Vinca calendar (6000 B.C.), it was carved diagram of the sun energy, which, during one calendar year, reaches the Earth. The question is: how did they know when winter or summer starts? Did they know the natural electromagnetic force that gives the answer to this question? The calendar was discovered only by nations which have reached a certain degree of civilization development. So Vinca was the most advanced civilization not only at that time.

Figure 4. The Tesla's tower at the Rtanj mountain (project of Tesla's Center in Belgrade, Serbia)
Now it can rightly be said that Vinca is a cradle of European civilization and that it has great historical and scientific value. Are these similarities with Tesla accidental? Or there is too much coincidences and similarities? Or in this case, Tesla was given to access to old knowledge? We live in a biblical, very restless and fateful time, without Tesla we will hardly find a right way out of this situation. Point of view for us is the returning not only to Tesla's work, but also to our original Vinca roots, the Vinca code, which, like Tesla, has timeless and out-of-dimension energy. If we accept it, then there is another relationship and worldview. We express our intention and the Cosmos begins to follow us and adjust the events which lead to the synchronicity of thoughts and events, to the realization of our thoughts, ideas and desires. Thus, we have to fight for Tesla's era of the mankind enlightenment. “You are our pride and heavenly sign that our people, crowned with military glory, willfully take the flag of thought, which you have developed into the light of the day and highly raised.” (Milutin Milankovich greeting to Tesla’s 75 Birthday).

“My tower project was slowed down by the laws of nature. The world was not ready for it yet. It was too far ahead of his time. But, at the end, the same laws will make it a triumphant success.” (N. Tesla [6]) Because of that we decided to construct the Tesla tower at Rtanj mountain in Serbia (Fig. 4), to show our readiness to open spiritually the era of Tesla's civilization. We think that Serbian scientists, and also all scientists in the world, have a task to gather and unify the whole world around this Tesla's idea.
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